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Overview 

!   Orientation  
!   Abstract – what are we focused on? 
!   Personal position – who are we? 

!   Leadership formation & personal learning spaces 

!   Research process  
!   what did we do?  
!   what were the 4 inquiry cycles? 

!   An exemplar 

!   Implications & where to? 



Abstract 
!   A critical function of leadership formation is the leader’s 

deepening sensitivity, reflexivity, and self-reflection on their own 
and other’s practice.   

!   A particular tool that has potential to support such endeavour is 
the eportfolio (personal learning space).   

!   The purpose of this presentation is to share the findings of a 
collaborative self study which focuses on the usefulness and 
potential of EPs as a tool for leadership formation that might  
!   (1) support  learning inquiries;  
!   (2) enable contemplative thinking and reflection; and  
!   (3) coordinate personal representations of ‘who’ we are.   

!   Having engaged as academics in a collaborative quest to embrace 
the technology of EPs in our everyday lives, while also critiquing 
the influence and power of the tool, we identify a rationale for the 
use of EPs in leadership programmes, and critical practices that 
appear to awaken and enable self-reflective practices.  



Positioning ourselves 
!   a. We are interested in EPs as a tool for leadership formation [preparation & development]  

!   Supporting learning & providing evidence on [personal &/or collaborative] learning inquiries 
[perhaps for assessment) 

!   Enabling critical & contemplative thinking, reflecting, journaling on experiences, ideas, theories 

!   Coordinating representations of ‘who’ we are, ‘how’ we are  

!    b. The experiences / understandings we bring to our research experience 

!   This was a new venture with EP, but not with technological innovation. Technologies as tools for …  

!   c.  The wonderings we brought to this quest 

!   Can an EP assist in identifying current ideas, beliefs and theories about effective leadership (various 
methods of evocation) ? 

!   Could an e-portfolio capture  life experiences and be the vehicle for interpretive writing?  

!   Could EPs be involved in identifying, testing & removing or expanding ‘operational’ assumptions at 
the core double loop learning?  

!   Can EPs be involved in testing the schema that reflect the ‘structure’ as an act of agency that may 
evolve leadership into a critical role with possible emancipatory aims? 

!   d. Some starting assumptions 

!   Are EPs primarily associated with assessment and CV / interviews  



Leadership & personal learning spaces 
!   International concerns re leadership & leadership 

preparation & development 
!   Sustainability at systemic and personal levels 
!   Demographics; returning to teaching positions 1 

!   Leadership needs of rural and remote communities 
!   Balancing knowledge & up-skilling with engagement with 

experiential, dispositional & relational priorities: Modelling the way 

!   EP as a tool that might support learning   
!   Reflective learning, personal & professional strengths & weaknesses, 

existing & developing skills explicit 2 

!   Broadening EPs beyond assessments and flash CVs? 

!   Some current uses of EPs in Educational Leadership 
programs 3 



Research design 

!   Collaborative self-study (Sandretto) 
!   Focus on the research questions 

! Journalling the process 

!   The research process 
!   fortnightly meetings 

!   individual exemplar development 

!   journaling in blog inside pebble-pad 

!   4 inquiry cycles 



Inquiry cycle 1 –  
reviewing literature  & shaping questions 

 !   How are e-portfolios conceptualised in the literature ? 

!   Pragmatically,  
!   would a person normally have one EP or several? 
!   when EP content is shared, is this part or all of an EP? 

!   How are EPs being incorporated in Educational Leadership 
programs to: 
!   Support learning inquiries ? (a) 
!   Enable contemplative thinking and reflection ? (b) 
!   Coordinate personal representations of ‘who’ we are ? © 

!   What are ways that collaborative endeavour might occur using 
EPs? 

!   What is the usefulness and potential of EPs as a tool for 
leadership formation? 



Inquiry cycle 2 –  
dialogue with an ‘expert’   

 
!   How do ‘experts’ use an EP differently to new / novice / 

beginning users? 

!   What platforms do you use and why? 

!   What is your main use for an EP?  

!   Which of the strands (a, b, c) appears to be your predominant use 
for an EP?  What other uses have you found for an EP? 

!   Can you describe the implementation at an undergraduate level? 

!   Who do you regard as the seminal authors? 

!   How do you conceptualise an EP metaphorically? 



Inquiry cycle 3 –  
resolving a platform 

!   Different platforms 
!   Cost? Accessibility? Longevity for students?  

!   Google  

! Mahara 

! Zunal.com 

!   Pebble-pad 



Inquiry cycle 4  
– developing exemplars 

Our experience of constructing particular learning experiences 
for students (educational leaders) within a personal learning 
space 

Which platform? 

 google ‘site’ --> pebble-pad ‘trudi’ --> developing exemplars 

Michael’s exemplar 

 Intentions. Expectations. Exemplar. Feedback 



Intentions - Getting ‘Meta’ 

 

 

There are threee things wrong wiith this sentence. 



Intentions 

!   Role of meta-cognition in leadership  
!   Well demonstrated particularly in ‘fuzzy tasks’ 

!   Role of metacognition in leadership development? 
!   Implicit in reflective practice, reflexivity & the gaining of 

general ‘self awareness’ 

!   Assessment As learning  
!   Requires the making transparent of the set of ‘hoops’ 

!   Positioning & critique of these hoops (metacognition x 2) 



Expectations? 

Would PP provide a social space for that enabled the 
learning of leadership – the metacognitive dimensions of 
leadership for innovation? 

Safe, secure & valuable (thought-filled interactions) 

Intuitive accessibility? 

 

 

 



Exemplar 

!   Define a problem (area in need of solution) (Problem 
definition) 

!   Find a technique to match the kind of problem (Solution 
matching) 

!   Research and critique the technique (position the 
technique) 

!   Teach the technique  

!   Use the technique 

!   Reflect in the shared space - on the technique in action  





Some enduring thoughts 

!   Re t-s: What is the usefulness and potential of EPs as tools for 
leadership formation? 
!   EPs can support the ongoing professional learning of Educational 

Leaders. * 
!   EPs can support strengths-focused & sustainable approaches to 

leadership formation ** 

!   Re t-t: The influence of collaborative self study as a collegial 
endeavour 

!   The regular sharing philosophy & practice 
!   “Embedding a space” to think together 
!   Clarifying the detail of our shared philosophy 
!   Social constructionism in practice 



Some questions that now linger … 
!   How can EPs be incorporated into educational leaders 

ongoing formation and development within their 
postgraduate study? 

!   How might regular engagement with an EP sustain a leaders 
sense of purpose and call? 

!   How can an EP support theoretical and ontological inquiries 
or reflective thinking and contemplatively thinking? 

!   How can EPs enable a leader’s  greater sensitivity to, and 
engagement with, their current relational context? 

!   How can an EP be utilised as a critical tool in the 
development of an educational leaders relational sensibilities? 

!   How can EPs be a medium for experiential priorities, 
interpretive writing and narrative pedagogy? 



Staying in contact 
Appreciate your thoughts and comments 

 

david.giles@flinders.edu.au  

 

michael.bell@flinders.edu.au  
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